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            Abstract
Direct observation of Earth-like planets is extremely challenging, because their parent stars are about 1010 times brighter but lie just a fraction of an arcsecond away1. In space, the twinkle of the atmosphere that would smear out the light is gone, but the problems of light scatter and diffraction in telescopes remain. The two proposed solutionsâ€”a coronagraph internal to a telescope and nulling interferometry from formation-flying telescopesâ€”both require exceedingly clean wavefront control in the optics2. An attractive variation to the coronagraph is to place an occulting shield outside the telescope, blocking the starlight before it even enters the optical path3. Diffraction and scatter around or through the occulter, however, have limited effective suppression in practically sized missions4,5,6. Here I report an occulter design that would achieve the required suppression and can be built with existing technology. The compact mission architecture of a coronagraph is traded for the inconvenience of two spacecraft, but the daunting optics challenges are replaced with a simple deployable sheet 30 to 50â€‰m in diameter. When such an occulter is flown in formation with a telescope of at least one metre aperture, terrestrial planets could be seen and studied around stars to a distance of ten parsecs.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Schematic showing how a starshade in position against a nearby star might appear.
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Figure 2: 
                        Achieved stellar suppression.
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Figure 3: 
                        Seeing Earth-like planets.
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        Editorial Summary
The search for a sister earth
It is difficult to observe Earth-like extrasolar planets as they lie only a fraction of an arcsecond away from their parent stars, and are 10 billion times less bright. That does not stop researchers designing ways to search for and observe them. The â€˜New Worlds Observerâ€™, described in this issue, uses two space-craft: a large conventional space telescope and a flower-shaped star-shade parked between the telescope and the target star. The cover simulation shows a sister solar system as it might appear to the NWO. Most prominent feature is a dust ring trapped in orbital resonances with a planet like Uranus. Within the ring are Jupiter and Saturn-like planets. Closer to the hidden central star, planets like Earth and Mars are visible, as is zodiacal light scattered by interplanetary dust. Inset is a familiar Solar System view for comparison. The mission could be flown for a reasonable budget using current technologies.
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